Teaching Writing in the Foreign Language Classroom

A collaborative workshop with participation from Romance Studies, Modern Languages and Comparative Literatures, the Writing Program, and the Geddes Language Center

*** open to all faculty and graduate students ***

Tuesday, March 1, 2:00 – 3:30 PM in CAS 533B.

This panel discussion will open a dialogue regarding strategies for assignment design and assessment of foreign language writing. Resources from the University of Texas-Austin Center for Open Educational Resources for Language Learning (COERLL) will form the basis of the discussion. Although a particular emphasis will be placed on teaching writing in 300-level language courses, faculty and graduate assistants teaching any level are encouraged to take part.

Four panelists will co-lead the discussion:

Somy Kim, PhD (BU Writing Program)
Kimberly Shuckra-Gomez, MFA (BU Writing Program ESL Coordinator)
Roberta Micallef, PhD (MLCL)
Mary Beth Raycraft Guzman, PhD (Romance Studies)